Abstract. On the basis of a fully discrete trigonometric Galerkin method and two grid iterations we propose solvers for integral and pseudodifferential equations on closed curves which solve the problem with an optimal convergence order u N − u λ ≤ c λ,µ N λ−µ u µ, λ ≤ µ (Sobolev norms of periodic functions) in O(N log N ) arithmetical operations.
Introduction: The problem and the purposes
In this paper we deal with the problem
where f is a given 1-periodic function, u is a 1-periodic function which we look for, and A = 
are known and satisfy the conditions (6) where W (b j ) = 1 2π arg b j (t)| t=1 t=0 is the winding number [15] of the function b j , j = 1, 2.
A variety of problems of type (1)- (6) arises from boundary integral equations on a smooth Jordan curve Γ which is parametrized by a smooth 1-periodic function t → x(t) : R → Γ. For convenience of the reader we recall two specific examples in the following. For other examples we refer to [5] , [8] - [10] , [16] . 
|x(t) − x(s)| 2 log |x(t) − x(s)||x (s)|u(s)ds = f (t) .
We decompose the operator A as A = A 0 + A 1 , where and A 1 has the form given in (2) with κ 1 (t) ≡ 1 (implying that (5) is valid for all β ∈ R). Since we have a + 0 (t, t) = |x (t)| 3 (4π 2 ), a − 0 (t, t) ≡ 0, the condition (6) is valid. Assuming (7), the operator A : H λ → H λ+3 , λ ∈ R, is an isomorphism.
κ(t − s)a(t, s)u(s)ds , κ(t)
=
Example 1.2.
A large class of singular integral equations, see, e.g., [15] , can be given in the parametric form as (Au)(t) := a(t)u(t) + 1 0
κ(t − s)b(t, s)u(s)ds = f (t) ,
where κ(t) = 1 + i cot πt and the integral is understood in the sence of Cauchy. Writing
a(t)u(t) =
1 0
δ(t − s)a(s)u(s)ds ,
where δ(t) is the 1-periodic Dirac distribution, we have A = A 0 such that κ
Hence α = 0 and we can choose the parameter β to be an arbitrarily large positive number.
As in the above examples, the boundary integral equations usually have nonpositive order, which in terms of α means that α ≥ 0, but, for example, for a hypersingular integral equation we have α = −1. Therefore we allow α ∈ R to be arbitrary in (4), (5) . The integrals in (2) can be interpreted on the basis of the equalities (which follow from (3)) 
The Sobolev space H λ , λ ∈ R, consists of 1-periodic functions (distributions) u satisfying
It follows from the inequalities |κ
, that the operator A 0 is bounded from any H λ to H λ+α , λ ∈ R (see Section 2). Similarly, duae to (5), the operator A p , 1 ≤ p ≤ q, is bounded from H λ to H λ+α+β and compact from H λ to H λ+α , λ ∈ R.
A proof follows from considerations of Section 3. Consequently, assuming (4) - (6) and
exists for all λ ∈ R. Our purpose is to construct fast solvers of the optimal convergence order for the problem (1) . Introduce the N -dimensional space of 1-periodic trigonometric functions
For more special equations, a similar problem setting has been examined by Amosov [1] . His approach is based on the construction of high order parametrices B for A, i.e. operators B ∈ L(H λ+α , H λ ) such that T = I − BA ∈ L(H λ , H λ+γ ) with a sufficiently large γ (γ ≥ 2(µ + α)). The preconditioned equation BAu = Bf , or u = T u + Bf, was used to approximateû(m) for large m by ( Bf )(m); for smaller m the approximations toû(m) were found by trigonometric collocation method without use of the preconditioning. A practical restriction of the algorithm is caused by difficulties constructing a parametrix of a sufficiently high order γ. In our case, without further assumptions about the problem (1), the construction fails. Therefore we make use of a simple B such that
The preconditioned equation BAu = Bf will be solved by a special version of a (fully discrete) Galerkin method in a smaller dimension n (n < N), and a simple refinement of the Galerkin solution is used to obtain u N ∈ T N of accuracy (8) . The matrix form of the method has a band structure compensating the modest smoothing properties of T and keeping the computations in O(N log N ) arithmetical operations. Compared with a direct solution of the system, the properties of the algorithm will be improved, involving a two grid iteration method to solve the Galerkin equation.
An interesting question arises: Can similar results be obtained when problem (1) is solved directly, without a preconditioning, by a fully discrete Galerkin or collocation method? Recently, McLean, Prössdorf, and Wendland (see [12] - [14] ) obtained nice results concerning the trigonometric Galerkin and collocation methods for a certain class of pseudodifferential equations. We also refer to [7] , [20] , where fully discretized methods are examined for problem (1) . It seems possible to reorganize these methods so that the accuracy (8) will be obtained in O(N log N ) arithmetical operations, but we cannot go into details in this paper. In a rather special case of the Symm's integral equation this was achieved in [19] ; the case is covered also by [1] with the simplest preconditioner B = A (16)). So our results cover also the (fully discretized) Galerkin method applied directly to (1), provided that a ± 0 are constant. For the collocation method, a similar relation is not true, and more sophisticated modifications are needed (see [1] ). More specifically, in [17] a method of computational complexity O(N 2 ) using collocation is proposed. Our results are based on a superconvergence property of the Galerkin method (see (59)). Note that this property does not hold if the Galerkin method is applied directly to (1) with non-constant a ± 0 (t, t), without a suitable preconditioning. Remark 1.1. In some cases where all the functions are analytic, or have isolated singularities, the convergence rate is even exponential. For studies in this direction, see, e.g., Bialecki [2] , Saranen and Vainikko [20] , and Stenger [21] .
Integral operators in Sobolev spaces
The Sobolev space H λ,µ , λ, µ ∈ R, consists of 1-biperiodic functions (distributions) v(t, s) satisfying
Lemma 2.1 ([7] , [20] ). Assume that a(t, s) is C ∞ -smooth and 1-biperiodic, and
Then the operator A defined by
is bounded from any H λ to H λ+α , λ ∈ R, and the following estimates hold for the norm:
(ii) if α < 0 then (11) remains true for λ ≤ 0 and for λ ≥ −α, whereas for 0 < λ < −α, again with an arbitrary ν > 1/2,
Counter-examples show that (11) may be violated for 0 < λ < −α, α < 0.
Consequence 2.1 ([7]
, [20] ). If
Proof. We represent A in the form (Au)(t) = 1 0 (13) . Now the assertion follows from Lemma 2.1.
The Fourier representation of the operator A defined by (10) is given by
Lemma 2.2. If suppâ is finite then the matrix
has a band structure. More precisely, if
, and consequently
For k ∈ Z n+r , j ∈ Z n we have |k − j| > r 2 , a kj = 0. Thus, ( Au n )(k) = 0 for k ∈ Z n+r , i.e. Au n ∈ T n+r .
Preconditioning of the problem
Let us return to the problem (1). We shall precondition it by the operator
where b 1 and b 2 are nonvanishing functions defined in (6) and
Due to the first inequality
Lemma 3.1. Under conditions (4)- (6) we have, for A = q p=0 A p defined by (2) and B defined by (16) ,
Proof. According to Lemma 2.1 and condition (5 
The function a
To obtain (17) , it now suffices to show that, for any b ∈ C
or equivalently,
Let us prove (18) for P + . We have
and
In the first sum, l − k > l ≥ 0 and
In the second sum, l − k ≤ l < 0 and
where for given b and u the functions a and v are defined through their Fourier
We get
proving (18) for P + . For P − the proof is similar.
Proof. It is well known (see e.g. [4] or [15] ) that (6) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of bounded inverses to 
where
has a bounded inverse. This together with the properties of Λ mentioned above proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Assume (4) - (6) . Due to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we can represent A = B −1 (I − T ), and the Fredholm properties of
. . , and v ∈ H µ with any µ ∈ R, due to the smoothing property (17) 19) as well as to the problem
We shall use the formulation (19) , constructing a discretization of (1) and (20) to examine the convergence properties of it.
Trigonometric interpolation
Here we present some technical tools for discretization of the problem. The Fourier projection P n u of u ∈ H µ , µ ∈ R, is defined by
(see the notations of Section 1). Obviously, P n is an orthogonal projection operator in any H µ , µ ∈ R. It is clear also that
The interpolation projection Q n u is defined by the conditions
, guaranteeing the continuity of u. It is known (see [1] , [18] ) that
Preparing for the two dimensional case, we first specify the constant c λ,µ .
Proof. Due to (21) and the equality
we have to estimate the norm P n u − Q n u 2 . It is easy to see that
The function
increases on [1, n/2]; therefore the maximum is attained at x = n/2, and max 1≤x≤n/2 0 =j∈Z
and together with (21) this yields (22), (23).
For v ∈ H µ1,µ2 and n 1 , n 2 ∈ IN, the two dimensional projections P n1,n2 v and Q n1,n2 v are defined by
2 ),
where γ µ1 and γ µ2 are defined by (23).
Proof. This time we have (cf. the proof of Lemma 4.1)
, where 2 n1,n2 = max
with 2 n1 = max
Estimating these numbers as in (24) and making use of (25), we obtain (26). The constant in (26) can be somewhat reduced.
For a set D ⊂ Z 2 and v ∈ H µ1,µ2 we denote
we have
Due to (28) we still have
Now, in a rough formulation, (29) follows from (26). To obtain the constant in the form (29), one has to revisit the argument of the proof of Lemma 4.2, adding v − P n,n v 2 λ1,λ2 to the term with Estimate (29) allows us to drop a greater part of Fourier coefficients of Q n,n v while maintaining the convergence order of the truncated interpolation P Dn Q n,n v. Even the constants in (29) and (26) are equal (as we remarked, actually the constant in (26) can be somewhat reduced).
Discretization of the problem and computational costs
From now on, N , n, l, m are natural numbers, 
(see (27)). The operator B (see (16)) we approximate by
According to (11) we have for λ ≤ 0 and for λ + α ≥ 0
and Lemma 4.3 together with the relation l ∼ N σ yields
For α < 0, 0 < λ < −α we obtain the same results through (12) . Making use of (22), we also obtain
We propose the following method to find an approximate solution u n,N ∈ T N of equation (1): determine the solution u n ∈ T n of the Galerkin equation (cf. (19))
and refine it by the formula
We also propose to use the following two grid iteration method for solving (35): fix an m < n; starting from u 0 n = 0 compute u k n ∈ T n , k = 1, 2, . . . , via the iteration formula
After a final iteration step we refine the result, putting (cf. (36))
Let us comment on the implementation and computational costs of the methods (35), (36) and (37), (38). According to the construction (see (31)) we have
Consequently (see Lemma 2.2), A l T n ⊂ T n+l , and for u n ∈ T n ,
where (cf. (15))
The Fourier coefficientsâ
, coincide with the corresponding Fourier coefficients of Q l,l a ± 0 , Q l,l a p . The latter can be found from the grid values a
To keep this within O(N log N ) we set the condition σ ≤ 1/2. Further, for a cheap evaluation of sums over M in (40), one can utilize the convolution structure of those when k and j vary on a fixed diagonal k − j =const. By FFT the entries a kj on a diagonal k − j =const can be found in O((n + l) log(n + l)) arithmetical operations, and we have to compute min(n, l + 1) diagonals. This adds up to O(N ρ+σ log N ) arithmetical operations. The conditions
guarantee that the entries a kj , k ∈ Z n+l , j ∈ Z n , are available in O(N log N ) arithmetical operations.
If σ ≥ ρ then A n = (a kj ) k∈Z n+l ,j∈Zn is a full matrix, and an application of A l to a u n ∈ T n by (39) costs, due to (41), (n + l)n = O(N ρ+σ ) = O(N) multiplications and additions. If σ < ρ then A n is band matrix with band width l + 1, and an application of A l to u n ∈ T n again costs (n + l)(l + 1) = O(N ρ+σ ) = O(N). The Fourier coefficients of Q N f can be found by FFT in O(N log N ) aritmetical operations. After that, using the definitions of Λ −1 and P ± (see Section 3), we find in O(N ) arithmetical operations the Fourier coefficients of P ± Λ −1 Q N f . Multiplying these polynomials respectively by polynomials b ± l and adding the results, we obtain g l,N = B l Q N f (see (32)). To keep the computations in O(N log N ) operations, the last multiplications must also be performed by FFT. In this way we actually do not need the Fourier coefficients of b ± l but only the grid values of 1/b 1 and 1/b 2 . So, the Fourier coefficients of g l,N are available in O(N log N ) arithmetical operations. Now P n g l,N and (P N − P n )g l,N occuring in (35)-(38) can be found by simple truncations. A similar scheme can be applied when B l v n ∈ T n+2l is computed for v n = A l u n ∈ T n+l , u n ∈ T n , but perhaps it is not the best way.
Let us present an explicit matrix form of an application of B l to a v n ∈ T n+l :
Note that suppb The matrix representation of P n B l A l u n , u n ∈ T n , follows from (39), (40) and (42), (43):
The matrix form of the Galerkin method (35) reads as follows:
, then the computation of C n = (c hj ) h,j∈Zn by (45) using FFT costs O(n(n + l) log(n + l)) ≤ O(N) and the solving of (46) by the Gauss method costs
3 , 1 and we impose on σ the condition ρ + 2σ ≤ 1 (implying σ < 1 3 < ρ), then the costs will be again O(N ).
Indeed, both A n and B n are band matrices of band width l + 1; therefore the computation of C n costs O(nl
The matrix C n is a band matrix of band width 2l + 1; therefore the solving of (46) by Gauss method, with pivoting along columns under the main diagonal, also costs O(nl 2 ) ≤ O(N). Let us summarize, keeping in mind (41):
We are not free in the choice of ρ so far as we want to obtain an approximation u n,N or u k n,N of an optimal convergence order (see Theorem 6.1, condition (49)). For ρ close to 1, the condition ρ + 2σ ≤ 1 allows only very small σ > 0. Since (33), (34) hold for any σ > 0, this does not influence the asymptotic properties of the method. To make the method more practical for moderate N , we relax the condition ρ + 2σ ≤ 1 by using two grid iterations (37), where the inversions are involved in a smaller dimension m < n. In Section 6 we prove that an optimal accuracy of u k n,N defined by (38) is achieved for fixed k which is independent of N (see (51)). Therefore, the amount of arithmetical work is determined by the cost of one iteration step. Instead of (46), we now have to solve similar systems in the dimension m to compute
The analysis of computational costs is similar to the above. Formally, we simply must replace n ∼ N ρ by m ∼ N τ , i.e. ρ by τ . Keeping (41) in mind, we obtain 
Optimal convergence of the methods
Together with Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, the following theorem contains the main message of this paper.
Theorem 6.1. Let conditions (4) -(7) be fulfilled, and let
and approximate the operators A and B (see (2) and (16)) by A l and B l defined in (31) and (32). Then problem (1) has a unique solution u = A −1 f ∈ H µ , and there exists an N 0 such that for N ≥ N 0 the Galerkin method (35) provides a unique polynomial u n ∈ T n , and for its refinement u n,N ∈ T N defined by (36) we have the error estimates
there exists an N 1 such that for N ≥ N 1 and any fixed k satisfying
we have the error estimates
where u k n,N ∈ T n is the refinement (38) of the two grid iteration approximation u k n defined by (37).
Remark 6.1. For u ∈ H µ , error estimates (50) and (52) are of optimal order (compare with the error estimate of the orthogonal projection P N u; see (21)). 
The operator T ∈ L(H λ , H λ ) is actually bounded from H λ to H λ+β (see Lemma 3.1). Together with (21) this implies the inequalities
Let us represent the Galerkin equation (35) in a form similar to (53):
As a consequence of (33) and (34),
It follows from (54) and (56) that T − P n T l λ,λ → 0 as N → ∞. Since T ∈ L(H λ , H λ ) is compact and the homogeneous equation v = T v has only the trivial solution (condition (7)), then I − T is invertible in H λ , and the same is true for I − P n T l for sufficiently large N , say N ≥ N 0 . Thus the inverses are uniformly bounded:
For the solutions u and u n of (53) and (55) we have
and due to (54), (56), and (57)
With the help of (22) and (34) we estimate
Using also (21) and (54), we obtain
or, due to (49),
Finally,
For u n,N defined in (36) and the solution of (53) we have
From (58)-(60) and (21), the assertion (50) of the theorem follows.
Let us turn to the second part of the theorem. Represent (37) in the form
where S n : T n → T n and φ n ∈ S n are defined by
It follows from (54), (56) and (57) that
Using also (21) , we obtain
Here the constant c α,µ may be taken independent of λ, since the constants in (54), (56) and (57) may be taken uniformly bounded in λ on every finite interval, the interval [−α, µ] in our case. This can be seen from the interpolation theorem [11] for operators in scales of Hilbert spaces, H λ in our case. It is easy to check that for u n , the solution of (35) and (55), we have u n = S n u n + φ n ; therefore
With the help of (61) and (62) if the two grid iterations by Proposition 5.2 are involved, e.g., with τ = 1/3 (the optimal order of iterations will be achived for k ≥ 7). Now consider a smoother exact solution, say, u ∈ H 6 . In order to have an approximate solution (36) of optimal order of accuracy (50) for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 6, we require ρ ≥ 
